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Custom puzzle made for Small Arms Review by Caroline M. Schloss; Crossword Weaver(TM)

ACROSS
1 ___ ___ Defense Journal; ___ ___ Review
(2wds)
3 John Moses ___, is the man behind the
Model 1895 belt-fed machine gun; known as
the 'potato digger'
9 The Darne machine gun, circa 1922-1939,
was officially known as the ___ Darne mle
1933
11 Solid, Fixed, Folding, Skeleton ____
12 On the Minimi, the gas ___ is located below
the traditional rotary bolt locked barrel
14 Fabric was used for some ___ fed machine
guns
17 SAW; ___ Automatic Weapon
19 The M1919A1 was developed primarily as a
___ gun
21 The Browning M1917 is a water-cooled gun,
but has an air-cooled ___
22 Darnes interest in the military arms included
manufacture of light machine guns, an antitank gun and ____ guns
24 AK stands for ___ Kalashnikova
25 Odinochniy (abbr); when the selector is
shifted into this position it brings the AK into
semi-auto operation
26 In 1915 the French Government contracted
the Darne Company to manufacture the ___
Machine Gun for the Army

27 The Browning M1919A4 machine gun was
the standard MG of US ___ Forces through
WW2 and Korea
29 IAR; ___ Automatic Rifle
32 Unlike the FN M249 SAW, the FN Minimi Belgian-made version lacked a heat ___
above the barrel
34 Rock Island Arsenal (abbr)
35 The FN ___, or M249 SAW, is an aircooled, gas operated, belt fed, automatic
weapon
36 Browning 1919 machine guns were
equipped with a bolt latch to hold the bolt
open on an empty chamber and to prevent
cartridge ___ ___ from hot barrels (2wds)
DOWN
2 Darne machine guns were also contracted
to be built in this country
4 The AK-100 Series is based on the earlier
AK-74 assault ___
5 The M27 uses an HK proprietary ___
system instead of the normal ___
impingement system
6 The M1919A4 Fixed model was different
from the M1919A4 Flexible in that it used a
back plate with a vertical buffer tube lacking
a ____ ____ (2 wds)
7 SPW; Special ___ Weapon

8 The M27 IAR was approved for full fielding
by Marine Commandant Gen. Jim ___
10 The front sight on M1917 was located on
the water jacket, while on the M1919, it is
located on the front of the ___
12 The FN Minimi Para- a short-barreled
"____" version with telescoped buttstock in
extended position
13 LMG; Light ___ Gun
15 The Browning M1919A2 machine gun was
used by the US ___ after WW1
16 Heckler Koch (abbr)
17 The AK-100 series features a solid folding
stock while AK-74 features a solid fixed
stock or folding ___ stock
18 The M27 fires from the closed ___ position
20 Avtomaticheskly (abbr); the selector of an
AK is placed in this mode to fire full-auto
23 Famous for its innovative shotguns, Darne
is a ___ gun making company
24 The Heckler & Koch M27 IAR model is a
variant of their HK416 _____ rifle
28 In 1934 MAC 1934 machine guns replaced
the _____ mod. 1933 machine gun aboard
aircraft of the Armée de l'Air
30 Rock Island ___
31 Manufacture d'Armes de Châtellerault
(abbr)
33 Rate of ____ expressed as rounds per
minute

